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About This Content

The DLC character [God Eater] will be added to your party. Includes costumes!

Includes the following:

Party Character [God Eater]

God Eater Swimsuit Set

God Eater [Ciel]

God Eater [Levi] Set
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Title: Megadimension Neptunia VII Party Character [God Eater]
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: ６ GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Shader v5 or newer

English,Japanese
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there was nobody pleying this game for the 3 days i had it installed, i waited about 30 min each day and found no matches at all.
refunded it durin 4th day before the 2 hours came full.. TL;DR. An adventure with some good puzzles and some boring ones.
Plus the UI is not great.

This is a point-and-click puzzle-adventure with pretty weird visuals and somewhat good puzzles. However, not all of them are
great (some require only patience, not brains), and some puzzles are rather tedious. For instance, for the final puzzle you need to
find specific images on all of the locations you previously visited.

Moreover, the game is plagued by clunky UI (was it too hard to make a shortcut for opening the inventory?), and has a lot of
unnesessary travelling (why can't you just travel to already visited locations via the map which is already in the game?) which is
made worse since you need to revisit many locations.

If not for the above, the game could be completed two times faster and would be much more fun, because no one likes to click 3
times just to take an item from the inventory or spend 1-2 minutes to go back to the location you already visited.

Anyway, still a good game.. OH MY GOD I HATE THIS GAME! Now that I have that out of the way. I've never been
more♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off to have to play a bonus chapter then this game. OK. Pros. Hackney B movie storyline. It makes sense
considering the plot. Puzzles. Lots of Puzzles. Puzzles you won't find in another HOG game. Fiendishly difficult puzzles.
The cons. Glitchs. Lots of emm. You clicked on that section and it closed out. If you come back you might be able to click on it
again. There will be nothing there of course. You'll just waste your time thinking you missed something. The clicking on the
thing basic gameplay of any of these types of games is a little wonky. So be prepared for that. Crap map. Only shows the basic
areas. NOT the parts of them. Not a huge hassel but a bit annoying. Lastly. THE #@R$@#@#$ PUZZLES. Some of them are
really good and make sense. SOME. Others? Well I hope you like randomly clicking on things with other things cause that's
what your doing for half this game. Need to get rid of a wall? Welp I better use my @#%$@#$@#$ Pirana on a stick to get rid
of it. I couldn't make that up if I tried. It would almost be a good game if it wern't for the glitches and puzzles. Also it's not
really a HOG. It more puzzles then HOG honestly. I honestly wish this was better but it's not. DO NOT BUY. If you get it for
free or in a bundle, fine. But don't get this game for itself. It's not worth it.. Verry gud

10/10. For myt full review please vist:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UC8Rq0jnAyAkf1zjDhP60ARA

And watch my video!
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Great game, however i cannot give this a positive review due to the fact that the developers more or less abandoned it, leaving a
large chunk of the levels completely unfinished. This reeks of a development riddled with feature creep, and seemingly all
actual content was put on hold to add things like multiplayer and a level editor, which shouldn't mean you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing abandon your own set of levels.

It's a shame because what is there is very interesting and fun to mess around with. mods are very interesting, and mad props the
people who make them, however most of the custom craft and vehicles only function by completely breaking the games rules
and physics to the point were they might as well have made a 3d model in blender for all it accounts for.

not a bad game at all, but there's only so much early access development hell I can tolerate.. As someone who would consider
Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing Transformed (SSASRT) as the best kart racer out there this was a huge let down. The limited
roster is not what bothers me, nor is it the fact that cars do not transform (although I do miss this). The issue is the overall speed,
lame boosting and sub par handling. This is coming off of someone who enjoys playing SSASRT on hard and expert difficulty
and was literally playing this game minutes before booting up TSR.

First the speed is significantly slower than SSASRT, it felt like playing 50cc in Mario Kart to me, maybe 100cc and it does not
get better on the higher difficulties. For a mascot that's M.O. is speed this is a regression. Boosts from drifting and boost pads
do not feel substantial in this game. The boosts end prematurely and it seems like the courses are not designed to get that great
stacking effect, or back to back boosts like SSASRT. The handling also seems finicky, I can't quite put my finger on it, but
something is off. It could be that I just need to readjust, but SSASRT and Mario Kart feel a lot more intuitive and smooth. The
cars in this feel heavy in an awkward way.

My only guess as to why the above listed issues exist in this game is due to the overall rebalancing of the driving experience for
the team mechanic. The team mechanic is placed in this game not just to be important, but essential to winning races. When
following the slipstream, the yellow line left behind the person who is in first for your team you get an increase in top speed. If
you stay in it long enough you will build up a boost that can be activated by leaving the stream. These boosts feel substantial. My
top speed feels substantial. Okay, that's where the speed went! Instead of prioritizing excellent drifting, boost pads, and correct
driving of the course, this all becomes secondary to following a squiggly yellow line (at least if you are playing with CPU
teammates). Yes it makes the team mechanic a real pay off, but the rest of the fundamental kart racing stack is left in a
weakened state making for what I would consider a less than stellar experience compared to the previous entry in the series.

I will be asking for a refund of this game. I'll stick with SSASRT.

On a positive note, the game runs great for me and can be played at uncapped frame rates unlike the previous game.

If you aren't a SSASRT diehard and you love sonic, sure give it a try. Or you have a three person squad to really make most of
the team mechanic I think it could be an okay ride. I applaud Sumo Digital for trying something new, but I think too much was
sacrificed to reinvent something that should have just been iterated upon.. I recommend this game. It takes a couple hours for
awesome gameplay to become apparent.. I've always enjoyed vector graphic style games. They just provide a classic look from
those 1980s arcade games that I cherish the most. Gravitron 2 looks really promising and feels like a cross between Defender
and Scramble, but the keyboard and mouse controls do not make this game friendly to play.. This game is awesome. If anyone
has played Halo Reach, Halo 3 or even just watched Red VS Blue, chances are you will ahve memories of Grifball. This is
Grifball on steroids. This is everything you wanted out of Grifball. This is the Grifball standalone. But dont just think of this
game as Grifball, this game has more potential than your mother ever thought you had. This game is early access so there are
some bugs and some things to be improved such as including East and West US dedicated servers (This is being worked in but is
hard as the game is based out of Europe). When people hear "Early Access Game" they think not ready or not enjoyable or
possibly not even interesting. This proves those people wrong. The amasing thing about this game being Early Access is that it
can only get better and go up from here.. What can I say? This is good.. Strawberry Vinegar is a very short and sweet yuri VN.

Yet another sweet novel from ebi-hime, it's really cute and has a fun a story about two girls, one of which is a demon who is
always hungry. It's very lighthearted and can be completed in one sitting. You will get to see a growing friendship, silly parents
and their relationship, a lot of different food, funny and cute moments.

- Pretty visuals.
- Fun characters.
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- Interesting story.
- A LOT of delicious looking food CG's.
- Sweet yuri elements, don't expect some lewd stuff here.
- Multiple endings.

Highly recommend if you're looking for a lighthearted read with a cute story and pretty visuals, or simply enjoy novels made by
ebi-hime.
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